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School Contingencies in'the Continuation of Planned Change

What happens to changes in a school's instructional program once they

Are implemented? Are they readilyietained? Or, are they casually,dis-

carded once the attention of cuAitulum developers, outside consultants,

district curriculti toordinators, and building administrators shifts

eldewhere? One is likely to be discouraged if the literature on educa-

tional change is consulted for answers. Although schools are frequently

criticized for their fadist behavior (i.e., their hypochondriacal:tendency

to seize a highly-touted remedy only to replace it with the next miracle

cure that comes along), few systematic examinations of the persistence of

change in schools have been conducted.

This paper reports onan exploratory study intended to illuminate some

of the school-related factors that may promote or hinder the extent to

which changes are continued beyond an initial perio

The central theme of the paper is that once formal school improvement ,

/
activities end, so will most of the new practices unless (1) a school

organized such that a continued flow of incentives-and encouragement 'ire

available to those making changes or (2) corresponding changes are mAde in

the rules and guidelines governing instructional behavior.

imp eme

The first section of the report is a discussion of the limited

t

litera-

ture concerning the durability of changes. Second, the research procedures

and characteristics of the schools studied are described. Next, findings

are presented. Finally, an initial framework for understanding )row aspects

of a school's context.affeCt continuation is drawn from the data.



Research on the Continuation, of Change

Ccmtinuation is'that period in a change cycle after new pr tices have

been implemented. From the research available, the most usefu point to

separate implementation from continuation is when special external resour-

ces allocated specifically to the change effort are removed, i.e., when the

patient is taken off a life support system and must maintain critical
?

functions independently of special 'assistance., For example, Berman and

McLaughlin (1977) and Rosenblum and Louis (1981) noted a drop in the amount

of change-when federal funds were withdrawn. -Thus, the removal of outside

%
support seems to be a particularly traumatic event for change dur bility.

Miles (1964) provides,another way to view the point at which pplemen-

tation becomes continuation. He labels special projects involving a subset

ef-organizationS1 members as "temporary systems."_ That is, project parti-

cipants constitute a collectivity of people who are called together for a

special. purpose', are expected to disband at some defihite point in the

future, and, through the pursuit of a joint task, take on the characteris-

tics of group life. Continuation, then, can be conceived of as the point

at-which a temporary system to promote change disbands and the permanent

eyEitein must assume responsibility._

What happens to charge when a system is on its own to support it?

,4*enbliim.Atd.Letis (1981) found that in a school district where implemen-

tation goes well, so does continuation. While they did note a drop in Ole

amount of Change when-federal assistance. ended, schools which implemented

relatively more than Other sChoolE alSo continued more (although there

seemed to be a reduction in the disparity among the schools over time).



BecidgOst of the research on change in the past decade has been on

implementaiion, this finding should be heartening to curricultim developers,

change agents, and other researchers; the understandings they have devel-

oped about implementation will serve them well in understanding continua-

tion.

However, other research on organizations suggests that this close link

between implementation and continuation is by no means assured. Hage and

Aiken (1970) and Yin et al. (1978) discovered that special attention had to

be given to the "rotitinization" of changes to insure that they lasted. For

example, new practices had to be codified into rules governing action, be

included in training activities for newcomers, successfully survive budget

reviews, and outlast the tenure of the individuals who were intimately

involved in planning the innovation. Additionally, Berman and McLaughlin

(1978) noted that if these new practices actually replaced existing prac-

tices than they were more likely to continue; the prospects for "add-on"

activities were lower. Should such routinizing events not occur, then the

chances for change to persist are reduced.

Glaser (1981), in reviewing the literature on the durability of change

in organizations, acknowledges similar means for promoting continuation.

He also notes several others that have a slightly different tone, related

to the kinds of interaction found in an organization. In particular,'Ite

says that opportunities for staff to discuss changes once implemented, to

provideleedback to one another on the success of certain changes, and to

receiv'e continuing reinforcement.for using new practices have all been

shown to.be important.facilitaters of change durability. Glaser (1981:

182) concluded with data from his study that "Perhaps the most important



single finding of our research is that promoting durability requires

personal involvement on the part of one or more persons-genuinely interes-

ted in making the change last so long as it appears worth while..."

Thus, two categories of post-implementation organizational events have

been shown to be important influences on the extent to which implemented

changes are continued: (1) the provision of opportunities for discussions

about and reinforcement for continuing new practices and (2) the routiniza-

tion of changes in operating procedures. To these two categories of events

discussed above, a third has to be added: assessments of the effectiveness

of changes. As Rogers (1962) observes, not all changes should be contin-

ued. Presumably, some changes will prove to be successful mans for

assisting attainment of desired goals and others will not. To the extent

that less useful changes are discovered, they likely will be discarded.

Thus, Such assessments are also important events affecting continuation.

However, the cumulative research on implementation in schools warns

that knowing that certain critical events must take place does not insure

their occurrence. In fact, one of the major lessons from the past decade

is that: there are important contingencies in a school's context Tahich can

stall, stop, or speed up change implementation, often in spite of the

intentions of intelligent and committed individuals (e.g., Berman, 1981).

Thus, research on the persistence of change must pay careful attention to

characteristics of schools which can facilitate or block the occurrence of

these important events after implementation.

The above issues drive the discussion of data from this study. The

intent is to identify critical events that affect continuation and the

school-related characteristics upon which their occurrence is contingent.



This will help generate an initial understanding about why continuation

does or does not occur. Knowledge about continuation at present falls far

short of providing a priori hypotheses to test.\,

Research Methods

The data reported in this paper were collected as part of a three-year

eAploratory study of change in 14 schools. The schools were attempting to

improve their instructional programs in either basic skillsA career educa-

tion, or citizen education with external assistance from Research for

Better Schools (RBS), a private non-profit educational laboratory. The

schools arranged fdr the time for their staff to participate it: the pro-
,.

jects (five managed to obtain special funding for this from the state

education agencies) and were responsible for final decisions about which

changes to make; RBS provided,.at no cost, resource and training materials

and the time of one or more field agents and numerous technical staff.

Thus, RBS offered, intensive assistance whereas the schools provided - place

for RBS to develop approaches to change in the three fields.

Data Collection and Site Schools

In the first year of the study, the initiation of the change projects

was examined in all 14 schools. Then, intensive field work, involving

observation and formal and informal interviewing, was done in five of the

schools to get rich data on the intricacies of implementing change. During

this time ac'Avities at the other schools were tracked through occasional

school visits and interviews to see if similar issues were arising. The

third year of the study was devoted largely to conducting interviews in all

14 schools to determine the fate of changes after formal project activities



had ended. ,In two of the schools, such activities had not ended by this

time; in the remainder, 12 to 24 months had elapsed since the schools had

received special external assistance.

The research intent was to interview as many ,teachers and administra-

tors in a school as poSsible. The number of people interviewed varied

widely, from 100 percent in one school to only 2 percent in a school where

most of the staff with knowledge about the project had departed. Of course

it should be remembered that considerable field work had been done in all

of the sites prior to the interviews. Thus, the interviews were not the

sole source of data about relevant issues.

The third-year interviews themselves were open-ended. Staff were

asked to describe (1) changes they had personally made, (2) changes they

were aware that others had made, (3) changes in school procedures, and (4)

the extert to which any of these changes were currently in use. Thus,

interviewees responded as subjects and informants. When discrepancies

among interviewees in a school occurred, field data collected previously

were consulted and, if necessary, additLinal staff at a site were inter-

viewed to help resolve the matter.

Figure 1 lists the schools and some of their characteristics (all

school names areTseudonyms). Briefly, there were three high schools, six

junior highs, and five elementary schools. They operated in a mix of

urban, suburban, and rural communities and represented a wide range of

sizes and student populations.



Figure 1 about here

The schools were those which were appro- hed y and agredd to work

with staff in the three content areas fr&,m S. RBS' selection criteria

varied. For example, in career education, scho is were identified because

they had previously applied for special state funds for programs in the

area; in citizen education, schools were sought which 'had 'evidenced acute

social problems. Thus, the schools were not selected in a way that allowed

generalizability to a larger population with any degree of confidence.

However, the sample represented an invaluable mix of schools for helping to

generate an initial understanding of the change process.

The "Measurement" of Implementation and Continuation

The data in this study were collected through qualitative methods.

While such data are certainly amenable to being represented quantitatively,

there are numerous other ways the results of qualitative data analyi can

he displayed (e.g., Miles 1980). For the purposes of this paper, descrip-

_tive representations of the nature of implementation and continuation were

used.

The implementation of change has been measured in a variety of ways.

For example, Rosenblum and Louis (1981) assessed both the "quantity" of

change (i.e., the number of organizationally relevant subunits which

changed) and the "quality" of change (i.e., how widely changes, departed

from existing practices): Others have examined different levels of change

(e.g., Hall & Loucks, 1977; Larsen & Werner, 1981.). In this study, imple-

mentation was to be a baseline against which to compare the state of



affairs after a period of tittle had elapsed. In order to capture the rich

array of change and to be able to trace the fate of particular changes,

descriptions of project-related chafiges in each school were prepared.

Primary emphasis was on depicting the quantity of change within a school,

although some aspects of the quality of change we;' Also noted. Included

in the descriptions were only observable changes in practices and proce-

dures. Many staff acknowledged alterations in their awareness of certain

issues; but unless a new awareness was translated into action, it did not

become a part of this analysis. Thus; the implementation descriptions

represented a snapshot of the schools at the point when formal activities

ended.

Two different measures of continuation have been used in the litera-

ture. Rosenblum and Louis (1981) were concerned with the amount of contin-

uation in a school relative to other schools. This approach highlighted

the importance of pre-implementation factors affecting change because,

understandably, the largest contributor to explaining variance in the

amount of continuation was the amount of implementation. On the other

hand, Glaser (1981) attempted to explain why an innovation declined or was

retained within an organization. This approach focused his explanation on

post-implementation factors. This latter approach was adopted in this

study, especially because of the few opportunities researchers have had to

examine what happens after implementation. Thus, the fate of the changes

listed in the descriptions of implementation were assesse' Ater 12 to 24

months had elapsed; and the concern was with explaining decline or mainte-

nance of change within a school.

10
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Critical Post - Implementation Events and the Continuation of Change

Table 1 depicts the changes made during implementation of the RBS

projects and the changes remaining after a period of time had elapsed. Of

the 12 schools where more than 12 months had passed between the end of

formal project activities and the continuation interviews, seven schools

had essentially maintained charges at the same level and five schools had

noticeable drops. In one of the two schools where formal activities were

still in progress, there were already strong indications that fewer changes

would be continued than were implemented.

Table 1 about here

It should be noted in Table 1 that changes in procedures, schedules,

and formal curriculum guides tended to be retained; declines occurred in

changes in classroom practices. This meant that schools which had diffi-

culty altering much more than a few peripheral procedures like Urban and

/////
Suburban were credited as maintaining the number of changes initially mad,/

On the other hand, schools that achieved greater implementation among staff

members, like Neighbortown and Green Hills, exhibited reduced continuation

'even though the amount of change remaining was greater than that of some

other schools. However, not all schools with high implementation experi-

enced declines (e.g., Smalltown Middle, Smalltown Elementary, and South-

end), and not all less ambitious schools were able to maintain the few

changes they made (e.g., Riverside and Farmcenter). Thus, lower continua-

tion was not simply an artifact of having attempted more change. Other

factors were important. This section discusses the contributions of the

911



availability of incentives, curriculum guides, and assessments of change

effectiveness on the continuation of change.

Incentives in Temporary and Permanent Systems

Formal project activities constituted what Miles (1964) calls a

temporary system. That is, the projects possessed organizational proper-

ties of their own and were acknowledged as having a limited duration. In

many cases, these temporary systems operated very differently from the ways

in which the schools, or permanent systems, operated. For example, instead

of relying on students for most of their human contact in the. harrieu

atmosphere of the classroom, teachers were able to sit in relatively

uninterrupted settings to discuss professional matters; instead of making

decisions about a single classroom individually, they became involved in

joint planning for the entire school; and instead of having few, if any,

adult sources of feedback and encouragement, about their teaching performanr

ces, they worked in a supportive environment in which commendations for

action were frequent from peers, outside experts, and school administra-

tors.

These temporary systems were still operating when the first implemen-

tation efforts were made. As a result, teachers received a steady stream

of queries about how the new activities were going, including frequent

interviews from researchers. In addition, they occasionally had the

opportunity to share their initial reactions at in-service meetings, at

special conferences which included project participants, and to outsiders

interested in the new programs. This first flush of implementation was a

heady experience for manyof the participants.



O

It should not be surprising, therefore, that the most critical factor

affecting the extent to which new classroom practices were continued was

availabilityavailability of incentives, or "any prospective source of gratifica-

tion" (Sieber, 1981: 118), in a school once the temporary system dissolved.

Because teachers typically work in isolated settings with very few avail-

able rewards (Lortie, 1975), the switch from a temporary system to the

permanent one as the major arena for action can be traumatic, and problema.

tic for the continuation of change. Such was the case in the RBS schools.

Where incentives, positive or negative, were available to staff to maintain

changes, the changes on the whole were continued; where such incentives

were not available, the amount of change declined.

There were three sources of incentives: administrators, other teach-

ers, and students. By far, the most important source for maintaining

change at the school level was the building administrator. At Smalltown

Elementary, Smalltown Middle, Southend, and Oldtown there was at least one

administrator in the building who.exhibited a keen interest and played an

active part in seeing to it that changes continued. In the first three

schools the administrators not only conveyed this interest in conversations

with faculty but also included on formal evaluations their observations

about staff progress toward system goals the projects addressed. At

Smalltown Middle this use of evaluations was only with the English depart-

ment (which had received formal training); in the other two schools,

non-project teachers were held accountable for progress toward the same

goals as project teachers. Non-project teachers were provided project-

related materials and, not surprisingly, used them to a considetU

extent. As one administrator said, "(By usingevaluations) I may have put

13
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some of them in the position where they had to do something." Thus, the

administrators coupled positive incentives (recognition for use of new

practices) with negative ones (the threat of a lowered rating on evalua-

tions for non-use) and effectively induced a large number of project and

non-project staff to continue changes. At Oldtown the administrator used

more informal and positive incentives in support.of project changes, and

only with project participants. Strong administrative incentives were also

apparent: at Patriot and Bigtown, and indications were that changes deemed

effective would be continued at these schools as well.

Post-implementation administrative incentives were noticeable by their

absence of Neighbortown, Farmcenter, Middleburg, and Green Hills.' The

Neighbortown principal)believed that teachers preferred to be left alone to

do their work and thus did not discuss changes with them even though the

principal professed a strong commitment to the changes The teachers, on

the other hand, noted that had someone bothered to ask them occasionally

how "things were going," they likely would have continued many'of the

activities. One teacher stated that the activities required some addition-

al work and in the absence of positive incentives like recognition or a

more negative incentive such as an administrative mandate "I stuck with

what was comfortable for me."

The prindipal at Farmcenter was defined as a "joiner" by several staff

members. Each year the school seemed to become involved in a new project,

and during the, year following implementation of the RBS project, staff

in-service time was shifted to an entirely unrelated activity. Staff

interpreted this to mean that the former project was no longer a priority

and subsequently discontinued the classroom practices devised for it. At

12 1 4



Middleburg, the principal also replaced the RBS project with another one,

and with similar results. At Green Hills, the principal who initiated the

RBS project was transferred. The new principal continued project-related

planning (without RBS assistance, at the principal's insistence) but did-not '

consult with nor involve the original RBS participantsin this planning.

Subsequently, several of these teachers reported a considerable drop in

their enthusiasm for continuing changes.

The question arises as to why some building administrators continued

to support changes actively while others did not. Certainly the answer is

a complex combination of factors, but the data from this study suggest that

adminstrators were not all that different from teachers. When sources of

incentives were available to them to promote the changes, they did; when

such sources were not available, they did not.

For example, the two'Smalltown schools and Southend were in the same

'-district, and the projects addressed themosf-pressing issue the superin-

tendent felt the distLict faced: improving basic skills achievement. The

central office closely followed the schools' progress toward attaining this

goal. Not coincidentally, administrators made special efforts to promote

the changes developed in the RBS projects intended to improve student

performance. At Oldtown, just as the administrator who coordinated the RBS

project felt that no more time could be allocated to promoting these

changes because of other pressing demands, the state education agency

issued regulations for graduation requirements in career education.

Project-related changes provided the simplest way for the entire school to

meet ,these requirements. Thus, the district directed the school to pursue

this approach with all faculty, and the administrator was able to reallo-



cate time to this work. The new principal at Green Hills actually had

little interest, in continuing RBS project activities and, in fact, dis-

missed RBS from providing technical assistance to the school. However, the

principal did devote considerable staff time to related activities because

of a belief that the district had committed itself to the school board to

develop a program in the area.

At bOth Bigtown and Patriot, the districts adopted the RBS approach

for use district-wide. Of course, this development did not insure that

implementation would follow, but by the end of the study it was evident

that building administrators were planning to spend much of their time

supporting this initiative.

Administrators at the other schools were not nearly as active in en-

couraging change after formal activities ended. However, this statement

does not necessarily reflect administrative shortcomings. Instead-,-in the

majority of the schools, it highlights the typical relationship that

existed between building administrators and teachers. Far the most part,

teachers were left alone to perform their duties; administrators' time was

consumed by budgeting, scheduling, and putting out the daily fires that

frequent schools. Thus, teachers and administrators rarely had opportu-

nities to discuss instruction, unless there was an additional pressure that

compelled them to do so. Such a stimulus was not present in the schools

where administrative incentives were rarely provided.

At Neighbortown, for instance, a district official actually reduced

resources available to support project activities, even though the person

had been an active and ardent participant in formal planning. The adminis-

trator explained that with tighter funds and the relatively low priority of

16
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career education the considerable level of support for the project could no

longer be justified.' The.official acknowledged, "We shot a mouse with an

elephant gun." Subsequently., the principal adopted a wait-and-see attitude

about promoting project-related efforts, and teachers assumed all of this

meant that administrators had lost interest in the project. Thus, the

centrality of the system goals the project addressed affected the alloca-

tion of resources to support change. This affected the building adminis-

trator's efforts to encourage change which, in turn; influenced teachers'

retention of new practices.

A second source of encouragement was other teachers. Although in

general most of the teachers in the study tended to work independently of

one mother, there were pockets within schools where the work of teachers

was more integrated (Corbett, 1980). In these grades or departments, there

was typically greater interaction among teachers. This situation enabled

various kinds of information to flow more freely and provided greater

opportunities for one to receive positive incentives (professional recogni-

tion from peers) for certain practices. In such subunits containing an RBS

participant, project-related changes were often discussed and implemented

by most of the teachers. Subsequent interviews revealed that these changes

were also typically maintained long after implementation. To the extent

changes were discontinued, it was because of lack of effectiveness rather

than lack of encouragement.

At Smalltown Elementary and Southend, tightly knit subunits not only

reinforced the administrative incentives available there but also effec-

tively and quickly induced new teachers in the group to adopt similar

chanies,-2:In schools without administrative encouragement such subunits



were the only source of adult recognition and enabled change to be contin-

ued throu he development of a group commitment to the innovation. For

example, at Neighboiiown there was a department of five people which

jointly planned courses, frequently taught the same courses, and evaluated

the effectiveness of course activities in consultation with one another.

-Changes by one teacher, then, usually affected the others and,'thus, were

not made without the advice and consent of the group. Once such a change

was made, it was adopted either by the entire group or by those who had

similar responsibilities. However this pheriomenon was rare; generally

teachers in schools without supportive administrators suffered a consider-

able loss of attention at the end of formal activities. The continuation

of change also suffered as a result.

The third source of encouragement to continue change was students. To

the extent that teachers discontinued or continued activities solely

because of their effectiveness, they did so as the result of overt student

reactions. For example, at least three Patriot teachers discontinuedla

major change in their approach to student discipline because discipline

problems had not appreciatively decreased after a year. Thus, even though

the teachers were still receiving considerable encouragement from the

principal and RBS, they did not allow this support to ,override the negacive,

reaction of the students toward this particular change. Other changes were

retained, so babies were not discarded with the bath water. At Neighbor-
ly

town, one teacher was inclined to stop\all of the activities the person had

Implemented during the project. However, because student response was very

enthusiastic for one of the changes, the teacher decided to retain it even

I though it'required'considerable preparation time. It must be noted that



clearly positive or negative student responses to changes were infrequent,

as students tended to noi',be particularly effusive about most classroom

activities, new or old. Thus, this source of encouragement, as was the

case with teachers, was rare.

Curriculum Revision as a Source\of Continuity

By and,large, the data fromthis study point to the availability of

incentives as a critical ingredient in promoting the continuation of

change. Presumably at some poi4t, however, one would find that-changes had

become such a part of a teacher's routine that overt encouragement would no

longer be as important. In fact, by this time, these practices would have

probably become the highly resistant and obsolete targets of subsequent

school improvement efforts.

An alternative to the use of incentives as a way to facilitate the use

incorporation of change was the revision of curriculum guides.__ Thiswas

partiularly effective for change involving specific instructional activi-

ties as opposed to changes in general teaching methods. NeW instructional

activities required rearrangements of the'use of class tirue. Either

existing activities had to be replaced or shoe-horned into less time.

Teachers were willing to make temporary adjustments for initial'implemen-

tation but argued that they could not do so on a regular basis without

comple6ntary changes in the curriculum. Thus, in schools or subunits

where there was a tight bond between what teachers taught and what was

specified in the curriculum, the continuation of change was promoted by

making appropriate revisions. In effect, old core practices were being

replaced by new ones.

19
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This approach was not unilaterally effective, however., because of

differences in the bond between teachers and the curriculum across schools

and across subunits within schools. For example, at Oldtown teachers were

required to formalize in writing the activities they would use to help

students meet state graduation requirements. Although teachers reported

there was a generally blase attitude about covering district curricula

among staff members, the state requirements were more compelling because

teachers would be directly accountable to carry out what they wrote.

Happily for the RBS project, related changes offered a ready-made solution

for meeting one portion of the requirements. Similar commitments (although

for differing reasons) to adhering to. the curriculum were present in the

English department at Green Hills, and the Social Studies departments at

both Neighbortown and Suburban. In each case, formal changes in required

eontent-and-aetivities-helped-insure-that-changes- would continue.

Making such Oanges had an additional advantage: It helprkCen the

effects of position turnover. At schools like Riverside where,a teacher
,fig

was largely respOnsible for determining what occurred in the classroom,

there was no assurrance that someone succeeding this person would continue

changes. For example, when the teacher who served as the project coordina-

tor was transferred to another schOol, Riverside lost its major advocate

for the project. Interestingly, turnover was such a significant factor at

this school that only two staff members and two students could be located

that even recalled the names of RBS agents who: assisted the project.

By, incorporating changes into curriculum gtiides- more continuity was

possible. For example, the math representative on the project at Neighbor-

town prepared an outline for a course that was later taken over by another



.

teacher in the department. This second teacher had expressed no interest

in the project and yet, because of unfamiliarity with the course's content,

actually made as many changes as project participants. Similiarly, new

teachers in Social Studies at Neighbortown and on one of the teaching teams

at Smalltown Elementary almost unwittingly implemented project changes as

they followed curriculuM guides infused with project activities.

However, a close linkage between what teachers taught and what was

presdribed in the curriculum was the exception rather than the rule. In

most schools and subunits teachers exercised gre flexibility in what they

chose to teach. Even when it became apparent t at curriculum revisions

could be an effective way to promote the continuation of new practices, the

people, who were in the best position to instigate such revisions were often

not members of the planning teak or, worse,'vocal critics of the project.

:Mote on Effectiveness

.1 Probably in any change project, participants initially intend for new

practices to continue. Even in schools that adopted and discarded projects

with alarming speed, participants expressed the hope that somehow the RBS

project would enjoy a different fate. Ideally, the sole deterrent to this

intent to continue would be when a practice has clearly demons*rated its

ineffectiveness as a means to a desired goal. Yet, in the schools and

subunits in this study where significant sources of incentives were una-

vailable, changes rarely received a long enough trial to make an assessment

about their effectiveness. Thus, potentially beneficial practices went the

way of less useful ones. Only in schools or subunits where there was

enough support to continue change did teachers and administrators have the

opportunity to collect and interpret evidence about the effects of changes



on student behavior and to determine if this indicated acceptable progress.

A Framework for Understanding Continuation

Figure 2 summarizes the relationships among the continuation of

classroom changes, critical post-implementation events, and school contex-

tual contingencies. Arrows drawn from one variable (or, more appropriate-

ly, category of variables) to another indicate the dirzction of effect

between the two (e.g., allocation of district resources affects the provi-

sion of administrative incentives); arrows drawn from a-variable to the

mid-point of another arrow imply that the variable has i mediating effect

on the relationship between the two variables the second arrow connects

(e.g., incorporation of new practices into the curriculum cah mediate the

1.3

detrimental effects of staff turnover on continuation); the enc.rcled signs

along an arrow indicate the nature of the relationship between two varia-

bles.

Figure 2 about here

A caveat is necessary regarding the framework. The data reported in

this study do not provide a test for the framework; they generated it. It

remains for subsequent research to explore the theoretical statements more

fully. However, the, framework is consistent with previous research on

continuation and moves beyond these findings by tieing critical post-

implementation events to school characteristics upon which their occurrence

, is contingent.



First, Glaser (1981) noted the role of discussion, feedback, and

rewards in promqting the durability of change. The data from this study

suggest that opportunities to discuss and offer feedback about changes are

embedded in the structure of an organization and that the primary function

these opportunities serve-is as a mechanism for providing incentives for

certain practices. These incentives are essentially positive and informal

ones in the form of recognition for special effort. There are more such

opportunities in schools where teachers and administrators regularly

encounter one another and where departments or grade level units have

routine interactions. Thus, in these schools, greater opportunity to

provide and receive incentives is available, thereby enhancing change

durability.

Thn extent to which administrators supplied incentives to teachers to

continue specific changes is contingent upon the importance of project

goals for the system. A similar emphasis on the centrality of goals and

durability can be found in both Berman and McLaughlin (1970, and Rosenblum

and Louis (1981). In this study, its major impact was on the allocation of

resources to support new practices. How time, money, and people were

distributed indicated to building administrators the relative importance of

certain activities and practices and affected how much attention adminis-

-trators devoted to them.

Generally, these findings highlight the nature of system linkages as a

factor in the change process. The tighter the bonds among teachers and

between teachers and administrators, the more likely incentives for (or

against) certain practices can be conveyed regularly. Thus, continuation

ON,
is more likely when linkages are closer.
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Second, several researchers have suggested routinizing change as a

major facilitator of continuation (Hage & Aiken, 1970; Yin et al., 1978).

In schools, classroom changes are best routinized by incorporating them

into the curriculum, especially the curriculum devised by subunits whose

actions it is to govern. Not only does incorporation induce teachers not

involved in a project to make related changes but also it helps introduce

new teachers to the practices, thus reducing the potentially negative

effects-9f staff turnover. In this study, incorporation into the curricu-

lum,was ventured only in subunits where teachers had already demonstrated

rather strict adherence to curriculum guidelines. These subunits also

tended to be those that evidenced considerable integration among their

members. Once again, this finding supports the nofion of close linkages in

_________a system as a promoter_cf-continuation; -in-this-ease betwedii the guidelines

for instructional Practice and actual practice. .

Finally, changes were occasionally discontinued or ckntinued based on

the results of assessments of their effectiveness. (A zero is used in

Figure 2 as the sign for the relationship between these assessments and

continuation because they were not necessarily associated with higher or

lower continuation. One of the major stimuli for teachers to make such

assessments was feedback from students. The more feedback available, the

more assessments were made. An important barrier to the occurrence of

assessments was a district's adoption rate of new projects. When a dis-

trict quickly and -repeatedly turned its attention from one project to

another, any one project was rarely in the limelight long enough to deter-

mine its effectiveness. Instead, continual adoption rearranged priorities

22 24



and, thus, affected which activities and practices administrators encour-

aged.

Conclusion

Of the three categories of critical post-implementation events, by far

the most frequent and powerful was the provision of incentives, particu-

larlS, by administrators. Opportunities for teachers to interact with one

another regularly enough to be an effective source of incentives were rare

except in a few scattered departments or grade level subunits. Clearly

gratifying or discouraging student responses were even more rare. Given

that most schools and subunits exhibited only the loos^st of bonds among

teachers, routinizing events related to the curriculum were also infre-

quent.

Wha^ this analysis suggests is that the persistence of change in

schools is extremely problematic. It relies heavily on administrators

being able to devote regular attention-to encouraging staff to maintain

newly implemented practices; and given the hectic nature of administrators'

lives, this too is prqblematic. Without systematic and fairly radical

changes in the organizational structure of most schools, the contextual

contingencies which influence the occurrence of critical post-
,

implementation events tend to favor their non - occurrence. Thus, schools

may well deserve the criticism that they flit from fad to fad; but the

blame is wrongly targeted if it is directed at the personality of'educa-

tors, either individually or collectively. Instead, the rapid coming and

going of change is deeply embedded in the ways schools are-organized.

4
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Table 1. Implementation and Continuation.

SCHOOL NATURE OF IMPLEMENTATION NATURE OF CONTINUATION ELAPSED TIME

Middleburg 8 teachers on planning team (out of 8) Reduced emphasis from teachers 24.months

Elementary made classroom changes

Slight rescheduling of how special Schedule changes either not con-

students handled tinued or too slight to notice

Urban No teachers made classroom changes

Junior High Reorganization of student council Continued

Revisions in discipline code Continued

New awa s/honor system Continued

e n...a-./

24 months

4 teach planning team (out of 4) Basically the same, especially in 24 months

made classroom changes social studies

Several non-project social studies tea- -Continued as part of curriculum

chers made classroom changes

Principal has new leadership skills Continued

New curriculum in social studies Continued

Student council changes Continued

Riverside 2 teachers'on planning team (out of 3-6) One teacher left but continued 24 months

Juni*High made classroom changes changes at new school; other

//)/ teacher discontinued activities

Increased meetings of Parents-Teachers Meetings noIonger held
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Table 1. Implementation and Continuation (continued)

SCHOOL NATURE OF IMPLEMENTATION NATURE OF- CONTINUATION ELAPSED TIME

Smalltown 4 teachers on planning team (out of 4) Continued, with possible excep- 24 months

Middle School made classroom changes tic:41.°f one teacher

4 non-project English teachers made Continued

classroom changes

Asst. Prin. made changes in evaluation Continued

procedures

Greater time allocated to language

arts

Continued

Smalltown 4 teachers ontplanning team (out of 4) 2 left school; 2 continued

Elementary classroom changes changes

Approximately half of remainder of Continued, including new

staff made classroom changes teachers on certain teams

Prin. and asst. prin. emphasize changes Continued

in discussions with teachers and in

evaluation procedures

24 months

Farmcenter 3-5 teachers on planning team (out of.5) Teachers no longer using 18 months

Junior High made classroom changes

29

new practices
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Table 1. Implementation and Continuation (continued)

SCHOOL NATURE OF IMPLEMENTATION NATURE OF CONTINUATION ELAPSED TIME

Tam-Center New awards assembly -.Continued .

(coned.)

New teacher committees Continued

Southend

Elementary

7 teachers on planning team (out of 7) Continued--two used ideas in

made classroom changes; a more abbreviated way

3 non-project teachers made classroom Continued

changes

Prinm, incorporated project themes into Continued

evaluation 'rocedures

12 months

Oldtown

High School

2 teachers on planning team (out of 2) Continued--less activities over

made classroom changes ,
time, but say will increase

3 teachers who assisted work'shop plan- Continued
..:?:.

,,:..

ning (out of 3) made classroom changes

14 teachers who attended a wntkahop Continued--some evidence of re-

-Bigtczn

31

series (out of 15) made classroom duced emphasis among 3 or 4

changes

12 months

10 teachers who attended a workshop Continued 12 months

32



.,,SCHOOL

140.01i'

/041, SChOol

(cont'd.)

Neishbortown

High- School

":Tablelinplementation,,and Continuation (continued)

NATURE > OF' 1241".31/.ffikATION

series (out-of 10) made classroom

changes

District will use approach from project

116,district-wide emphasis

6 teachers on planning team (out of 7) 3 continued; dropped or reduced 12 months

NATURE OF CONTINUATION ELAliSED,IME

In progress

made clasbroom changes

4 non-project teachers, in social studies Cogtinued; one new teacher to, so-

and loin math made classroom changes

2 guidance counselors altered class

scheduling procedures

Librarian collat special materials

New course started;4.2,-teachers given

training
Y,

cial studies made changes'

Continued

Discontinued

Continued

Green Hills

JuniorHigh

6 teachers on p/inning team (out of 6)

made clissrbom changes

6 non-project teachers in two depart-

ments made classroom changes as

of post-RBS activity

Reduced emphasis; at least 1 or 12 months

2 dropped

Dropped in regular courses; added In progress

result to electives



Table 1. "Implementation and Continuation (continued)

;SCHOOL, NATURE OF IMPLEMENTATION NATURE OF CONTINUATION ELAPSED TI

`MiCidletown -14 teachers on planning team (out of 16) Reduced r-mphasis; dropped more

A;;?.

,,Elementary* made claSsroom changes for both pro- difficult changes

jects

Greater than 50 percent of rest of

staff made changes in first project

*in two RBS Rearranged teacher planning times COntinued

projects

Some reduced emphasis

In progress

Patriot 4 teachers on planning team (out of 4) Reduced or dropped ore major

Elementary made classroom changes change; kept others

2 non-project teachers made classroom Same as project teachers

changes

Prin. made some alterations in evalua- Continued,

tion procedures and in forms of lesson

plans accepted

Scheduling changes for special students Continued

District will use RBS approach for entire

district . 4

In progress
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NAME LEVEL

NUMBER OF

CLASSROOM'

TEACHERS

PERCENT OF'

STUDENT

MINORITY

COMMUNITY

SERVED .

fy

ABS'iPROPCT

Patriot Elementary 18 95% Small City -taste-

Middleburg Elementary 31 11%. Suburban -Pi11310' )41).*:
, . . F L- /

Middletown Elementary 22 21% Suburban
'' -

t.::

4
Basic:Skilli -;t1

, I.:I ' 7 ,,,, t

Southend Elementary 13 . 20% Rural Basie-Skills Npc

Smalltown Elementary 35 32.5% Rural Basic Skills

Smalltown Middle. 38 20.5% Rural Basic Skills

Urban Junior High 77 61% .Big City Citizen Education

Farmcenter Junior High 43. 19% Small City Citizen Education

Riverside Middle 63 96% Big City Citizen Education

Suburban Junibi nigh 49 2% Suburban Citizen Education

Green Hills Junior High 45 8% Suburban Career Preparation

Neighbortown Senior High 49 0% Rural ,Careet Preparation

Bigtclin Senior High 150 92% Small City Career PreParition

Oldtown Senior High 141 55% Small gity Career Preparatiori

37
Figure 1. The 14 Schools.
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Figure 2. A Framework for Understanding Continuation
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